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Picture: Winning design for floating space station in Venus high atmosphere, SSDW 2019



Future (Space) Cost Engineers
This section provides some background on job market trends and demographics. 
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• A random LinkedIn search for “cost engineer jobs” in “Europe” delivered >500 hits 
• Of course, there are many different job profiles for different domains, e.g., automotive 

vs. aerospace; industry vs. agency; early phase studies vs. production improvement

Cost Engineer seems to be a profession in high demand
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Space Cost Engineers are a special subgroup

When you read this job advert, some questions come to mind:
1. Who shall provide you the first 4 years of work experience?

2. If you were a systems engineer, why would you pursue a cost 
engineering job instead?

3. Who shall train you in cost models?
4. Who shall teach you how to find and assimilate input data?  
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A personal survey from 2022 shows: Attrition and loss of knowledge are real

All numbers normalized to
Cumulative Users = 100 (index)

5Disclaimer: These are not product of a professional survey! Data shown are based on personal observations by the author. Errors excepted, use at your own risk.



Changing demographics need a strategy to retain cost engineering knowledge
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The current median age 
is over 50 years

Disclaimer: These are not product of a professional survey! Data shown are based on personal observations by the author. Errors excepted, use at your own risk.



Experienced users have become fewer in recent years
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Some strategy must be in
place to capture the knowledge 

of these experts before they retire!

Disclaimer: These are not product of a professional survey! Data shown are based on personal observations by the author. Errors excepted, use at your own risk.



Users and trainees can be classified into three different categories

»The Naturals«
• Feel a calling to cost 

engineering, study out 
of own interest

• Actively seek training
• Help to advance the 

field of cost engineering

»The Pragmatists«
• Nominated by superior 

after a formal assess-
ment of suitability

• Do a decent job, might 
advance from good to 
great

»The Slow Horses«*
• Condemned to 

administrative 
purgatory after failing 
previous assignment

• Want to leave as soon 
as a better option arises

How can we identify and recruit more »Naturals« early in their career?
For finding young talent, academia seems promising …

*) Term borrowed from Mick Herron’s seminal series of spy novels, entitled Slough House, now adapted for television (2022) 
https://9to5mac.com/2022/03/31/slow-horses-spy-series-debuts-on-apple-tv-starring-gary-oldman/
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https://9to5mac.com/2022/03/31/slow-horses-spy-series-debuts-on-apple-tv-starring-gary-oldman/


Educating 
This section describes recent activities to attract new talent from academia.
Since 2017, PRICE Systems Germany has been supporting the Space Station Design 
Workshop (SSDW) at the University of Stuttgart.
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To find new talent, the Space Station Design Workshop (SSDW) looks promising

• Hosted by the Institute of Space Systems, 
University of Stuttgart

• Duration one week

• 2 Teams, (Red & Blue), 20 members each

• According to the mission statement, each 
team shall design a space station and 
produce a full project report

• Team rooms are set up as concurrent 
design facility (CDF)

• Each participant is assigned his or her own 
position in the CDF 

• Support comes from a network of experts 
representing different disciplines

• The experts provide how-to guides and 
recipes to their CDF counterparts, give 
lectures on the first two days

• Otherwise, experts support workshop 
participants 24/7, normally on-site

• SSDW applies typical project phasing: 
Mission Definition Review (MDR) 
System Concepts Review (SCR) 
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

• After submission of final reports, the 
experts judge each team’s results and pick 
the winning space station design

• Finally, the teams present their results in a 
public session, followed by a closing dinner

• The SSDW mission statement changes every year, reflecting policy changes in human space exploration
• SSDW methodology, tools and procedures have been refined over more than 25 years
• The aim has always been to stimulate creative solutions from the next generation of space experts!
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https://ssdw.irs.uni-stuttgart.de

https://ssdw.irs.uni-stuttgart.de/


The team structure in a CDF setup addresses many different skills and talents

• In SSDW’s CDF, many disciplines compete for students’ 
interest, yet most aspire to be Systems Engineer

• Cost Engineering is embedded in Project Management

• During SSDW 2022, PRICE TruePlanning was used as 
cost estimating tool, supported on-site by two experts

EXAMPLE

Source: IRS Stuttgart, 2022

Source: IRS Stuttgart, 2022

20 positions
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The 2022 SSDW schedule was packed, leading to an intense week of teamwork

Picture: Team Blue in their CDF two hours before 
final report delivery deadline on 29 July 2022 (author)
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All participants were invited to take part in a survey; 
its aim was to better understand what might attract 
them to a career in Cost Engineering



25 out of 40 participants from SSDW 2022 were willing to take part in the survey

• 63% participated in the survey on Cost Engineering (25 out of 40)
• 60% of respondents are male, close to their percentage in total SSDW group (15 out of 25)

• 52% of respondents are 21–25 years old (13 out of 25)
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Cost Engineering will become much more important for future careers

• 76% (4 out of 25) say 
that cost engineering 
was unimportant or 
only slightly 
important for their 
past education

• The same number, 
76% (19 out of 25), 
state that it will be 
important or even
very important for 
their future career!

• This might point to 
deficits in higher 
education
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Almost nobody wants to pursue a career in Cost Engineering!
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How likely is it that you will pursue a career in Cost Engineering? • Keeping in mind that 
76% deem cost 
engineering  
important or even
very important for 
their future career, it 
comes as a surprise 
that 80% will 
probably not or 
definitely not want 
to become a cost 
engineer!

• Only 4% (1 out of 25) 
will probably pursue 
a career in the field!
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Would a yield of 2.5%* 
(1 in 40 SSDW participants)

be good enough?

*) Assuming that all non-respondents will definitely not pursue a career in cost engineering  



Cost Engineer is not a sexy job! Unlike Data Scientist.

 Only 2 out of 25 
find the work of 
a cost engineer “sexy”
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The Work of a Cost Engineer is ...
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https://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-the-sexiest-
job-of-the-21st-century

Devastating!

https://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-the-sexiest-job-of-the-21st-century


SSDW participants are not very experienced in data science tools

SSDW participants are 
not data scientists. 
MATLAB is the most 
used programming 
language among 
respondents.
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https://www.quora.com/Is-MATLAB-more-
popular-and-useful-for-research-than-Python-Why

https://www.quora.com/Is-MATLAB-more-popular-and-useful-for-research-than-Python-Why
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The Work of a Cost Engineer is ...

Data Collection seems to make the Cost Engineer’s job unattractive

Is the challenging, 
tedious, monotonous 
collection of input data 
the reason why so few 
want to become a cost 
engineer?
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Frank Freiman, inventor of parametrics, c1975

Shocking!



The Science and Art
The next section covers a key issue as seen by SSDW participants, 
namely: how to improve data collection.
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Calibrated MCPLX data shall provide input guidance and make users happy: 
In the past, there was KnowledgeNetwork (KN)
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MCPLX over Mass: PRICE KnowledgeNetwork (KN) data dump as of 2007

MCPLX for Structure

MCPLX for Electronics

KnowledgeNetwork™ was 
a cost knowledge base 
hosted on the PRICE 
website

It contained typical inputs 
for cost estimates 

Discontinued in 2014, 
it was replaced by 
TruePlanning’s built-in 
equipment type calculator

20

The art of data collection:
Pointillism à la PRICE



When filtering KnowledgeNetwork for space hardware, few data points remain

Most data points on the 
left came from NASA’s 
1996 PRICE Calibration 
Handbook
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There are virtually no space-specific PRICE calibrated values in picklists

General cost models 
like PRICE are based on 
the hypothesis that the  
MCPLX exponent is the 
same for all members 
of a product family. 

See example on left: 
(Solid) Rocket Motors.
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Solid Rocket Motor, 5.92

Solid Rocket Motor, 
Human-Rated, 6.36
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The need to supply SSDW teams with more calibrated data points
led to the idea to map data from other cost models, like TransCost

y = 9.4644x-0.058

R² = 0.9479
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Solid Rocket Motors -- Data Points from TransCost

The TransCost model 
offers many data points 
They can be mapped in 
TruePlanning, see the 
solid rocket motors 
example on the left

The example shows 
that MCPLX is not
independent from Mass
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Solid Rocket Motors, 
TransCost, 8.039

4.914
Solid Rocket Motor, 5.92

Solid Rocket Motor, 
Human-Rated, 6.36
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MCPLX over Mass: PRICE solid rocket picklist values checked with TransCost data 



T1 with MCPLX = 
f(Mass)

T1 -20%

T1 +20%

Actuals, rounded to 3 significant digits

T1 with MCPLX = 5.92
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MCPLX = f(Mass)
data points total: 16

data points <-20% :   2
data points within ±20% :   9

data points >+20% :   5

MCPLX = 5.92
data points total: 16

data points <-20% :   7
data points within ±20% :   2

data points >+20% :   7

If MCPLX = 5.92 is used across
the whole mass range, only 

2 out of 16 actual data points 
lie within a ±20% error band!

The solid rocket motor example shows: Fitting the TransCost T1 cost curve 
within ±20% error bands at a constant MCPLX does not work
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In TruePlanning, slope 
and intercept of a CER 
are coupled via MCPLX

Changing slope will 
change intercept, and 
vice versa

The best fit curve to the 
T1 actuals (see left) can 
only be achieved with a 
variable MCPLX = f(Mass)
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T1 = Theoretical First Unit Cost



Other TransCost product family data can be mapped to PRICE TruePlanning; 
but there is no way to hold MCPLX constant 
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SSDW “trainees” loved 
examples in the form of 
reference data, the more, 
the better. 

TransCost was used as 
data source for 
calibration. 7 product 
families (see left) were 
investigated.

When mapping TransCost
to PRICE TruePlanning, all
TransCost product families 
will show variable MCPLX 
as function of mass!

This approach could be 
extended to include 
further cost models, 
like AMCM or NAFCOM.

Solid Rocket Motors

Bipropellant Engines

Cryogenic H2 Engines

Storable Propellant Engines

Modern Rocket Engines

Storable Propellant Stages
Cryogenic Propellant Stages
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MCPLX over Mass: PRICE KnowledgeNetwork (KN) space data  with TransCost product families added

The science of data collection:
Mapping data from other 

cost models



Conclusion
This final section covers what we have learned so far from supporting 
the Space Station Design Workshop (SSDW) and what shall be the next steps 
on our quest for new cost engineering talent.
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Over five years of supporting SSDW, we have learnt some lessons

One week in a Concurrent Design Facility (CDF) is the perfect environment to 
assess trainees; you spend one week together, almost 24/7, with people engaged in 
an actual project, deliverables and all; there simply is no better way

In the pecking order within SSDW teams, the Cost Engineer is near the bottom; 
the current data science hype does not seem to impact interest in cost engineering; 
everybody finds the job important, but 96% want somebody else to do it!

The SSDW CDF does not need a particular brand of cost model to work properly; 
however, since 2019, PRICE TruePlanning has been used as primary cost tool 
(sponsored); it is feature-rich and allows to easily map data from diverse sources

Typical participants are students; so, we meet and train potential candidates 
before they enter the job market; everybody seems highly motivated and eager to 
learn; these are fantastic circumstances for scouting young talent

Collecting data is the biggest challenge for participants; mapping data points from 
different cost models and other sources can help; highest on the wish list is a (tbd) 
Calibration Handbook covering current space systems, subsystems and equipment

Training Environment

Job Appeal

Cost Models

Target Group

Data Collection
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All stakeholders can support the quest for new cost engineering talent
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Agencies & Government shall …
 … endorse an open exchange of cost data
 … acknowledge the need for specific “cost 

engineer” job profiles in different domains 
(automotive vs. aerospace; industry vs. agency; 
early phase studies vs. production improvement) 

Industry shall …
 … convey a positive image of jobs in cost 

engineering
 … support hands-on activities in academia

(like SSDW) with expert knowledge
 … publish more data, if needed as minimum viable 

datasets (MVD) that describe product families 
without disclosing confidential data points

Tool Vendors shall …
 … test product families for independence 

(orthogonality) of mass and exponent (MCPLX) 
 … compile a calibration handbook comprising 

open-source data points for all kinds of space 
systems, subsystems, and equipment
 … support academia with lectures and expertise

Academia shall …
 … offer more courses on cost engineering
 … embrace concurrent design facility (CDF) format 

for student projects like SSDW
 … mandate cost estimates for all student projects
 … seek cooperation with professional 

organizations like ICEAA (International Cost 
Estimating and Analysis Association)



Thank you!
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Backup Slides
The next pages offer some additional slides for detailed discussion, if needed.
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Experts provide guides and recipes to SSDW participants

Recipe: Introduction Process Description Checklist

EXAMPLE EXAMPLE EXAMPLE
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The SSDW 2022 survey asked for name recognition of cost estimating tools

64%

12%

12%

8%

8%

4%

4%

0%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

TruePlanning

AMCM

NAFCOM

TransCost

SMAD

ACEIT

4cost ACES

SEER for Hardware

Which product names of cost estimating tools do you recognize? 
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Fitting a T1 curve within ±20% error bands can be done by segmenting 
MCPLX by mass (Example)
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T1 w/ MCPLX = 
f(Weight)

T1 -20%

T1 +20%

T1 Sawtooth w/ 
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data points total: 16
data points <-20% :   2

data points within ±20% :   9
data points >+20% :   5

MCPLX 
= 8.281

MCPLX 
= 7.832

MCPLX 
= 5.043

MCPLX 
= 5.343

MCPLX 
= 5.652

MCPLX 
= 5.972

MCPLX 
= 6.305

MCPLX 
= 6.655

MCPLX 
= 7.024

MCPLX 
= 7.415



A welcome side effect of mapping product families from other cost models 
to TruePlanning is the quantification of cost modelling accuracy
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Solid Rocket Motors -- Minimum Viable Dataset (MVD)

T1 Cost Modeling Accuracy
data points total: 16

data points <-20% :   2
data points within ±20% :   9

data points >+20% :   5

A recurring complaint is 
that cost modeling 
accuracy for product 
families is either 
unknown or missing
By default, neither 
TruePlanning nor 
TransCost provide it
The solid rocket motor 
example on the left 
shows how it can be 
done without special 
tools like TrueFindings
If needed, a product 
family could be 
accurately described 
without having to 
disclose single data 
points



Minimum Viable Datasets bridge the gap between full datasets 
and abstract picklist values
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Full Dataset 
(Single Products) 

 

Minimum Viable Dataset 
(Product Family) 

 

Picklist Value 
(Product Family) 

 

Product Family: Solid Rocket Motors 
 
MCPLXS Range = 5.103–8.133 
Weight Range = 16.7–80,900 kg 
Data Points in Total: 16 
 
 
 
Cost Modeling Accuracy:  
Decided by User, as Good as it gets 
 
Use Case: 
Use whenever single data points are 
available 
 
Desirability: 
Highest, shall be default dataset to 
use 

Product Family: Solid Rocket Motors 
 
MCPLX = 9.4644 × Weight-0.058 
Weight Range: 16.7–80,900 kg 
Data Points in Total: 16 
… within ±20% error: 9 
(data points undisclosed) 
 
Cost Modeling Accuracy:  
Acceptable 
 
Use Case:  
Use when data must be shared 
without disclosing single data points! 
 
Desirability: 
Medium, shall only apply to controlled 
exchange of data 
 

Product Family: Solid Rocket Motors 
 
MCPLX = 6.266 (Mean) 
Weight Range: undisclosed 
Data Points in Total: undisclosed 
… within ±20% error: undisclosed 
 
 
Cost Modeling Accuracy:  
Anecdotal (cannot be verified) 
 
Use Case: 
Use when no better alternatives are 
available 
 
Desirability: 
Lowest, shall be avoided 
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Solid Rocket Motors -- Full Dataset (Items)
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Solid Rocket Motors -- Minimum Viable Dataset (MVD)

MCPLX Mean, 6.266 
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Solid Rocket Motors -- Mean Only = Pick List Value
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